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What Am I? 

 

 

Repelling pigeons, untangling jewelry chains, stopping hinges from squeaking, DIY flamethrower when 

paired with a long-handled lighter, makes nuts and bolts easier to remove, prevents rust, shines stainless steel, 

keeps weather stripping soft, keeps bugs off your car grille, renews old plastic furniture, cleans carpet stains, 

keeps wasps from building nests, waterproofs shoes & boots, gets poop off your shoes, removes chewing 

gum from your hair, removes super glue from your fingers, and on and on.   

 

You probably guessed it by now.  Yep, I’m WD-40. Its manufacturer claims you can use it for 2,000 tasks.  A 

product like WD-40 is basically a flexible app for the material world and it makes everything else run a little 

better.  The product's origin-story is fantastic too.  WD-40 was created by three engineers at a fledgling 

aerospace outfit in San Diego with the awesome name, "Rocket Chemical Company." It took them 40 

attempts to perfect the formula, and that's why the product is called WD-40. Water Displacement, number 

40.  40 tries!  Sounds similar to the Abraham Lincoln failed a lot before ultimately succeeding story.  The 

first use for the product was sealing Atlas Missile's outer skin from rust and corrosion. It was only after 

employees snuck out some of the stuff to use at home that they thought about commercializing the 

formula.  What an amazing story!  Good ‘ol American ingenuity, and outside-the-box thinking. 

 

Like WD-40, I think the Center is a flexible app as well.  From Game Night to Macramé, Musicians to 

Caregivers Classes, Chair Yoga to Reptiles, the Center can be pretty versatile.  Not to mention our purpose 

for being…Meals on Wheels and improving the quality of life of those we serve.  These are exciting times 

around here, and more folks keep joining in the fun.   Come join us, we’d love to have you. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Club Yarnell events for August are listed on the menu and here’s a sneak peak… 

 

Buffalo Chips Historic Talk with Marylin Wiley 

YRCC Concert Series – with Sir Harrison 

August Birthday Celebration – Music at Lunch with “HUG” Ukulele Group 

Jimmy 


